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ABSTRACT   

The Square Kilometer Array (SKA) project aims at building the world’s largest radio observatory to observe the sky with 
unprecedented sensitivity and collecting area. In the first phase of the project (SKA1), an array of dishes, SKA1-MID, 
will be built in South Africa. It will consist of 133 15m-dishes, which will include the MeerKAT array, for the 0.350-20 
GHz frequency band observations. 
Each antenna will be provided with a local monitor and control system (LMC), enabling operations both to the Telescope 
Manager remote system, and to the engineers and maintenance staff; it provides different environment for the telescope 
control (positioning, pointing, observational bands), metadata collection for monitoring and database storaging, 
operational modes and functional states management for all the telescope capabilities. 
In this paper we present the LMC software architecture designed for the detailed design phase (DD), where we describe 
functional and physical interfaces with monitored and controlled sub-elements, and highlight the data flow between each 
LMC modules and its sub-element controllers from one side, and Telescope Manager on the other side. 
We also describe the complete Product Breakdown Structure (PBS) created in order to optimize resources allocation in 
terms of calculus and memory, able to perform required task for each element according to the proper requirements. 
Among them, time response and system reliability are the most important, considering the complexity of SKA dish 
network and its isolated placement. 
Performances obtained by software implementation using TANGO framework will be discussed, matching them with 
technical requirements derived by SKA science drivers.   

 

Keywords: SKA, LMC, Dish, TANGO. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  
The Square Kilometer Array (SKA) [1] aims to be the biggest array of radio-telescopes of the world. It will be installed 
between South Africa’s Karoo region and the Western Australia’s Murchison region (MRO), incorporating the 
MEERKAT [2] and ASKAP [3] precursor telescopes. The unprecedented sensitivity of thousands of individual radio 
receivers will give astronomers, through the frequency range from 50 MHz to 20 GHz, insights into the formation and 
evolution of the first stars and galaxies after the Big Bang, the role of cosmic magnetism, the nature of gravity, and 
possibly even life beyond Earth. Three different arrays are foreseen to fulfill these scientific goals: SKA1-MID, 
composed by 190 dish antennas observing in the 0.35-13.8 GHz domain installed in South Africa, SKA1-Survey array 
hosting 60 dishes equipped with phased array feeds (PAFs), and the SKA1-Low, hosting 250000 low-frequency 
antennas, both installed at the MRO site.  
Dish Local Monitor and Control System (LMC) is the subsystem for each dish antenna that deals with the management, 
monitoring and control of the operation between the DISH element and the Telescope Manager (TM) remote system on 
one side and the sub-element controller on the other side. The following sections are focused on the SKA1-MID Dish 
LMC status description.  
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2. SKA1 - MID DISH ARCHITECTURE 
SKA-MID1 Dish arrays are composed of 15-m Gregorian offset antennas with a feed-down configuration equipped with 
wide-band single pixel feeds (SPFs) for the bands 1 (0.35-1.05 GHz), 2 (0.95-1.76 GHz) and 5 (4.6-13.8 GHz) of SKA 
frequency.  
Besides the LMC, each dish is composed of other three main sub-elements: 
 

• Dish Structure (DS) responsible for the design of the antenna mechanical structure, optics, reflectors and 
indexer, for the power distribution to all the sub-element, the safety system and the Antenna Control Unit 
(ACU) 

• Single-Pixel Feed (SPF) provides the feed packages of the antenna and relative control equipment, included 
LNAs, orthomode transducers (OMTs) and helium cooling system. A single controller placed in the pedestal 
allows external monitoring and control operation performed by the LMC 

• Receiver (Rx) provides the hardware equipment to digitize the RF signal received from each SPF band after a 
RF-to-optical conversion performed at the indexer. The digitiser packetizes and transmits the signal over a high-
speed Ethernet link to the central signal processor. A central controller is present to monitor and control the 
subelement and interface to the LMC. 
 

 
Figure 1 SKA dish subsystems overview 

3. LMC GENERAL OVERVIEW  
The Local Monitoring and Control (LMC) is the central control and monitoring hub of the antenna [4]. It communicates 
with the subsystem controllers in order to command and monitor the antenna behavior.  
For the first phase of SKA, 105 monitoring points are foreseen: for SKA1-Mid each antenna contributes with few 
hundreds parameters. 
The LMC consists of a commercial off the shelf controller that serves as a single point of entry for all control and 
monitoring signals to the outside. The LMC allows a drill-down capability for maintainers to access detailed diagnostic 
information of sub-elements on request. LMC also has storage capabilities for saving data for diagnostic in case of 
system failures. 
In particular the following list represents the LMC functional breakdown: 
 

- Managing the interface with the Telescope Manager 
- Configuring all the components of the Dish in preparation for an observation 
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- Control of the Dish pointing during an observation 
- Monitoring of all dish components and reporting information to the TM 
- Sending to the TM the meta-data required for the processing of signals 
- Providing functionality for the remote support of the dish and all its sub-elements 
- Managing equipment safety  

 
Figure 2 shows the subsystem physical connection. This connection is realized by an Ethernet link with a network switch 
provided by SaDT which, in turn, is connected with the TM and other sub-element controllers. This enables the 
communication of LMC with sub-elements and TM at an expected data rate of 210 kbps.  

 
Figure 2 Physical overview for SKA-MID. Blue boxes and lines refer to internal elements and physical connections for monitor and 
control; red boxes and lines refer to external elements and their physical connections; green boxes and dashed lines refer to power 
links 

3.1 Expected data flow 

A good estimation of the expected data rate is possible on the basis of the previous experience with MeerKAT project. 
Figure 2 summarizes the number of sensors monitored for each subsystem, with the update periods and the throughput.  
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The software packages are described below: 
 

• Sub-Element Manager (SEM) package contains components responsible for implementing communication with 
dish controllers, providing commands to control sub-element systems and receiving monitoring data, events and 
alarms from sub-element systems. It also provides a stream of monitoring data/events/alarms towards other 
LMC packages higher in the functional hierarchy. 

• ITM is the Interface to Telescope Manager and its duties are performed mainly by the DSHLMCManager 
module.  

• Self-Monitor and Control package (SMC) monitors and controls the LMC hardware and software components, 
and reports monitoring information and faults to the MON package. 

• The CFG module is the Configuration Manager that contains components responsible to configure monitoring 
information reporting (i.e. level, drill-down), identify capabilities and availability of capabilities, performs 
mapping of sub-element operating states and modes to external state model, derives global states from sub-
system states and configures the capabilities. It receives a list of missing and in-maintenance components from 
TM and persists this list beyond a power down-up cycle. 

• MON is the Monitoring and Logging package responsible to collect monitoring data (including self-monitoring 
data) and process alarms, logs and events detected in the sub-elements. 

• UTILS is responsible to implement utility or common LMC functionalities beyond what it is currently provided 
by the Tango Control Framework (utility functions, device dynamic configuration, device alarms and custom 
events, common commands and attributes, Tango device group). 

• PNT (Pointing Control) is the package responsible for executing the pointing operations of the antenna. 
Through PNT is it possible to acquire the telescope model and parameters for static and dynamic pointing 
corrections, acquire the sensor values for dynamical pointing corrections, perform the time-stamped Az/El 
interpolation, compute static and dynamic corrections, send pointing coordinates to DS and TM and archive. 

• SAF is the Safety module that takes care of any safety action and reports the alarm to the TM. 
• ARC is the internal Archive, and contains components supplying the needed API to store and retrieve data 

from/to the circular monitoring archive and to permit the remote access of the logging files. 
• Power Manager (POW) manages the power status of the hardware devices of the dish and capabilities of 

emergency power supply. 
• The User interface, Test, Integration and Remote Support (USR) package is composed by the LMC GUI, Build 

and Test Suite and Software/Firmware Updater components. These components are responsible to implement 
the environment needed to build, test, integrate and maintain the LMC software system. 

 
4.2 LMC software design with TANGO 

TANGO is the control framework chosen to develop the LMC software of the different subsystem [5]. For the dish sub-
elements, the current status foresees that Rx and SPF will use TANGO, whereas DS will not. At the time of writing, the 
software interface between DISH LMC and DS is under discussion. 
TANGO is a distributed, object-oriented control system based on the CORBA and ZeroMQ middlewares. The heart of 
TANGO is the device concept. A device can be a piece or a collection of hardware, a logical device or o combination of 
these. TANGO includes a complete set of features for control, with generic tools for monitoring and is capable for 
managing large systems [6]. It is a very flexible framework and do not impose constraints on the choice of hardware or 
the operating system (it runs on Linux and Windows). 
The preliminary architecture of the DISH LMC has been mainly designed on top of the TANGO framework. 
In Figure  the high-level view of the control system organization is reported. Dish LMC components will be defined in a 
Dish TANGO Domain, interacting with components deployed within the TM TANGO domain, e.g. in particular the TM 
Leaf Node and a Central Logger. 
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Figure 10 LMC physical controller overview 

 
 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
We described the software and hardware specification of the SKA Dish Local Monitor and Control system, focusing on 
the main components identified during the development of the Detailed Design document. The software is divided in 11 
logical packages each one implementing a specific function of the LMC. Each package will consist of one or more 
TANGO devices. The general SKA software design is now entering a harmonization phase including standardization of 
common functionalities between element LMCs. Once this phase is concluded the software prototype is expected to be 
released. 
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